TECHNICAL INFORMATION

GENERAL
Price basis
Price quotations apply for 1000 metres of cable. Current prices
are calculated according to quotations of the non-ferrous metalworking industry using electrolytic copper for conducting
purposes (DEL notice), valid on the day of order receipt, plus
purchase costs.
Copper price
Cables and wires are sold at daily copper prices (DEL). DEL is
the stock exchange listing for German electrolytic copper for
conducting purposes, that is 99.5% pure copper. DEL is indicated
in EUR/100 kg.
Copper index
Copper index describes the copper weight of each article. If the
listed copper index is 68, the corresponding cable contains 68 kg
of copper in a length of 1000 metres.
Copper addition
The copper addition (EUR/km) is calculated as follows:
copper addition = copper index x (DEL + 1% purchase costs) - copper basis
100
(kg/km)

Pricing terms
Freight costs included within germany for a net merchandise
value of EUR 1,500.- or more. If the net merchandise value is less
than EUR 1,500.-, freight costs will be charged.
Inland payment terms
Payable within 14 days net.
Divergences in measurement, weight, quantity and
construction
Divergences related to raw materials or production remain
reserved. Trade-customary over- or under-deliveries are
permitted.
Short lengths
We reserve the right to deliver up to 10 % of the ordered quantity
in short lengths.
Dimensions metre marking
The metre marking is a guide value and not calibration-capable.
It does not serve for verifying the delivered length indicated by
the cable manufacturer. Only calibrated measuring instruments
are to be used for this purpose.

VAT
Prices are calculated excluding VAT. It will be charged additionally according to the fiscal regulations currently in force.

ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
In product manufacturing we refrain from using hazardous
substances according to Directive 2002/95/EC - RoHS. We use
only lead-free materials in order to protect our environment.
Cable residues, pilot and rejection products are mainly reused
at our production sites. Residues of synthetic materials are
re-employed in the production process. Furthermore we use
recyclable materials for all our packaging and support materials.
Our return service for wooden drums can also help contribute to
environment protection. We return your empty wooden drums
free of charge, and we can use them repeatedly without loosing
quality, or without wasting valuable resources.
For drum return please contact:
T.K. Kabel oHG
Bahnhofstr. 6
71384 Weinstadt
phone:
fax:
email:

+49 (0) 7151 60 68 70
+49 (0) 7151 60 91 00
info@tk-kabel.de
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